
SURFACES FOR HOSPITALITY

Every Stay 
Has a Story
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Our products are made with environmental responsibility. For more information email or call us at hospitality@wilsonart.com and 800-433-3222.

Different Parts of the Same Story

 

Outperforms traditional veneer and 
TFL for impact and scratch resistance 

Moisture-resistant surface

Increase functionality with  
specialty laminates—RE-COVER™ 
for updating, High Wear for extra 
resistance, or Fire-Rated for code 
compliance

Our broadest collection, available 
in over 300 designs and 14 finishes

Industry’s best-matched TFL, HPL 
and Edgeband solution for design 
and texture

Maintains visual continuity  
without compromising design  
or performance

A cost-effective solution for  
low-touch applications

Offered in over 230 Wilsonart 
designs and 9 finishes

High-performing structural panel

Available in SOLICOR™—specialty 
laminate with solid color core

Durable and impact-resistant 

Water- and fire-resistant

Seamless and non-porous for easy 
maintenance and stain resistance 

Can be repaired/refinished for  
long-lasting durability

Enables design versatility through 
dynamic shapes, elegant inlays, and 
custom design options 

Offers a rich and luxurious 
appearance 

Non-porous surface that’s stain- 
and scratch-resistant 

Tough, durable, and doesn’t require 
sealing, for lower maintenance and 
longer life

An evolving online library with 
virtually unlimited HPL designs 

Allows for bold/expressive designs

Spectrum offering – allows color-
matching using an industry-standard 
color system

Our quality laminate, featuring your 
custom design

Enhances your brand story 

Ideal for logos, photos, or 
illustration

Pure metal surface that is adaptable 
and virtually unbreakable

Ideal for vertical applications

Blends industrial flair with striking, 
adaptable design 

Adds character accents and drama 
in a space

Wilsonart® Laminate, Quartz and Solid Surface play different roles in 
a hotel’s narrative, seamlessly and beautifully woven together. They 
make brand consistency easy to achieve. With an endless array of 
options, Wilsonart® Engineered Surfaces provides a one-stop resource 
for your design and budget. 

YOUR STORY BEGINS  
WITH WILSONART

From public areas, to guest rooms, to back-of-
house environments, this is how your story 
unfolds—with style, performance, and lasting 
first impressions. 

Wherever the space, whatever your inspiration, 
Wilsonart has the surface materials to be 
your single creative resource—for tables 
and countertops, lounges and dining areas, 
beginning to end and all the moments between. 

Our surfaces are beautiful, durable, and easily 
maintained. We have thousands of design 
options to choose from. And we provide world-
class service and global collaboration, so it’s 
easier to bring your design vision to life.

Every stay has a story. With Wilsonart, you can 
make each one unforgettable.

Thermally Fused LaminateTFL Compact LaminateSPC Decorative MetalsDMHigh Pressure LaminateHPL

Solid SurfaceSS QuartzQTZ Virtual Design LibraryVDL WilsonartXYouWxY
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Set the tone with elegance. Made 
for high-touch areas, our Quartz 
brings high-performance to reception 
counters, vanities, countertops, and 
work surfaces.

Bring a “wow” factor to public  
areas with the drama of pure  
metal. Consistently eye-catching. 
Uniquely affordable.

Bring distinctive design and 
performance to areas where guests 
and staff interact. A collaboration  
of on-trend materials provides  
endless potential.

Set the stage for a memorable 
stay. Our surfaces let you mix 
and match options and bring 
public spaces to life. 

Checking in? 
Check it out.

High Pressure Laminate

A durable, beautiful, and moisture- 
resistant surface. Available in over 
300 designs and 14 finishes. HPL 
with AEON™ Enhanced Scratch and 
Scuff-Resistant Technology performs 
better, longer.

Compact Laminate

Make elevator interiors beautiful and 
durable with hard-working laminate 
that withstands impact from guests  
and their luggage.

Virtual Design Library 

Create beyond limits. Our bold-
and-broad offering includes retro 
patterns, repurposed woods, 
geometrics—virtually anything  
you could imagine.  

WilsonartXYou

Entirely custom laminates,  
created with camera-ready artwork, 
photos, or illustrations. Showcase a 
brand’s story on doors, headboards, 
walls, and more. 

HIGH RISE  4996-38  HPL

URBAN IRON  4968-38  HPL

KOLAMS Q4009 QTZ ALUMASTEEL 6277 DM

*Versus competitive laminates with similar finishes

RECLAIMED OAK PLANKED Y0302K-12  VDL

AMBER CHERRY  7919K-78  SPCRAW CHESTNUT 7975K-12 HPL

HPL High Pressure Laminate

QuartzQTZ

QTZ

Decorative MetalsDM HPL

DM
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A variety of finishes and textures 
gives you creative options to 
enhance functional spaces, plus 
protection from the movement  
of plates and glasses.

With surfaces that are NSF compliant, 
you can worry less about spills  
and messes and more about your 
creative vision. 

Durability, value, and elegance are 
served. Our Compact Laminate 
handles knives, forks, hot cups, and 
occasional spills with ease. 

From decorative walls to tone- 
setting accents, our TFL stretches 
budgets while still making a 
dramatic impact. 

Happy hour meets  
high performance.

In the spaces guests are 
wined and dined, surfaces 
play a pivotal role. Enhance 
everything, from out-of-reach 
accents to high-touch tables 
and bars.

High Pressure Laminate

Performs against fade, preserves  
integrity, and lowers overall maintenance. 
An ideal, cost-effective substitute 
compared to traditional veneer.

Solid Surface

Easy to clean. Inhibitive of bacterial 
growth. UL GREENGUARD Gold Certified 
and NSF compliant. An ideal surface for 
restaurant and bar settings. 

Quartz

Upscale design with a rich and 
luxurious appearance. A high-
performance surface with the  
look of natural stone. Kosher 
certified, NSF compliant, and UL 
GREENGUARD Gold certified.

Compact Laminate

Made for structural superiority. 
Fortify a public bathroom 
with partitions that are tough, 
easy to clean, and impact-resistant, 
meaning they won’t wear down 
over time. 

 *Compared to traditional veneers
MOON GEYSER 9209CM SS FLORENCE WALNUT 7993-38 HPL FLORENCE WALNUT 7993-38 TFLASTRO STRANDZ 4940 SPC

BUKA BARK  7982-38  HPL

CRISP LINEN  4942-38  SPC

ASTEROID 4942-38  SS

GALILEO  Q3011  QTZ

SS

SS
HPL High Pressure Laminate

HPL

SPC Compact Laminate

SPC

TFL Thermally Fused Laminate

Solid Surface

TFL
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Thrives in high-use applications, 
including doors, desks, and dressers. 
Maintains its realistic woodgrain 
aesthetic—stay after stay, year  
after year.

Available in over 230 designs and 9 
finishes. A cost-effective solution for  
low-touch applications.

Why settle for close enough? 
Wilsonart provides an easy-to-spec 
combination of HPL, TFL Panels, 
and Edgeband. Includes 200+  
designs and 9 finishes, completely 
coordinated into the industry’s best-
matched collections. 

High Pressure Laminate

A high-performing, wear-resistant 
surface—recommended for doors, 
high-traffic shelving, and the 
outside of drawers and cabinets.

At the end of the day, 
materials matter.

Thermally Fused Laminate

Perfect for places where durability is less 
of a concern—including door interiors, 
low-traffic shelving, and vertical fixtures.

Quartz

Elegant while being tough and durable. 
Stain- and scratch-resistant and 
remarkably nonporous. Perfect for  
a bathroom’s countertop/vanity.

A guest room is more than  
a place to rest one’s head. For  
a while, it’s home. In these 
high-touch environments, 
our surfaces coordinate with 
artwork, linens, and carpeting 
for remarkable consistency 
and cohesion.

SOLICOR™ Compact Laminate

Provides a clean and crisp aesthetic, 
edge to edge, without the brown 
line typically seen with traditional 
laminate fabrication. Ideal for 
tables, shelves, and wall panels.

ZANZIBAR 7957 K-78 TFL HEADBOARD: ZEBRAWOOD 7980K-18 HPL ZEBRAWOOD 7980K-18 CS

FIELD ELM  7999K-12  HPL NATURAL ALMOND D30-60 TFL KOLAMS Q4009 QTZ

LINEN  D427 SPCWALNUT HEIGHTS 7965K-12 HPL

COLOMBIAN WALNUT 7993-38 HPL

HPL High Pressure Laminate

TFL Thermally Fused Laminate

CS Coordinated Surfaces

CS

HPL

HPL

TFL
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TUXEDO HOUNDSTOOTH Y0078 VDL MONTANA WALNUT   7110K-78 HPL

FLINT ROCK   9207CS SS

LINEAR GRAPHITE Y0496K-28 VDL

DESIGNER WHITE  D354SL SS

BOARDWALK OAK 7983-38 HPL

SKYLINE WALNUT 7964K-12 HPL

ROUGH CUT L6453 DM

LIMBER MAPLE 10734-60 HPL RIVER CHERRY   7937-38 HPL

HIGH LINE    7970K-18 HPL

ASH ARABESQUE    Y0488K-16 VDL

EBONY CHAR  8205K-16 HPL

ARASHI Q4011 QTZ

SERENE Q1001 QTZ MORNING ICE  9204CE SS

 DUSK ICE  9203CE SS

ARDEN PARK CARRERA Y0371K-22 VDL

5TH AVE ELM 7966K-12 HPL

STERLING ASH 7995-38 HPL

WALNUT HEIGHTS 7965K-12 HPL GOLD ALCHEMY 4861K-07 HPL

SANTIAGO Q4023 QTZ

MATTE GUNMETAL GREY  6102 DM

MILK GLASS SPECTRA  9077ST SS

DETROIT CONCRETE  Y0461-60 VDL

ALUMASTEEL  6277 DM HAIDA Q4008 QTZ

LORRAINE Q1012 QTZ

POMPEII Q1007 QTZ

MOON GEYSER 9209CM SS

SILVER OAK PLY 8203K-28 HPL

 L6444 DMRIBBONED BRITE 
BRUSHED STERLING

Downstairs Bistro

Neck of the WoodsMorning Ritual

Coffee for Two

Colors of the Night    

 

Your story continues
Discover thousands of options and countless 
possibilities at wilsonart.com.

 Y0257-12 VDLFACTORY  
ANTIQUE WOOD

WHITE CYPRESS 7976K-12 HPL

 6258 (419) DMSATIN BRUSHED
GOLD ALUMINUM

Royal Treatment
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Wilsonart, a world leading engineered surfaces company, is driven by a 
mission to create surfaces people love, with service you can count on, 
delivered by people who care. The company manufactures and distributes 
High Pressure Laminate, Quartz, Solid Surface, Coordinated TFL and 
Edgebanding and other engineered surface options for use in furniture, office 
and retail space, countertops, worktops and other applications. Operating 
under the Wilsonart®, Resopal®, Polyrey®, Arborite®, Laminart®, Bushboard, 
Ralph Wilson® and Durcon® brands, the company continuously redefines 
decorative surfaces through improved performance and aesthetics. 

Beauty and  
performance 
are here to stay.
SURFACES FOR HOSPITALITY


